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Triathlon: Winning at 70.3 is dedicated to all triathletes who are thinking about stepping up to middle

distance. 70.3 Half Ironman training requires quite a different approach to the shorter distances and

to be successful, a more professional approach to training is required. Do not set yourself up for

failure on race day! Simply doubling Olympic distance training will not work those who do this will

struggle. Do NOT be one of these!This book will give you a specific road map to 70.3 triathlon

training and help you properly prepare for your event. It will include race day nutrition strategies,

goal setting tips, help you find your ideal race weight, help you train at the right intensity, understand

exactly how much fluid to drink, recovery strategies of the pros, strength training strategies that work

and much more.70.3 triathlon is a serious step up and preparation is key. Luckily if you do it right,

70.3 training is something that you can fit into a busy life, get in the best shape of your life and

succeed. Remove the guess work and learn what the pros do.This comprehensive book is specific

for 70.3 Half Ironman training and will help you navigate everything you need to know in order to

achieve your goals, get maximum training results from each session without it taking over your life.It

will cover:â€¢Developing a specific 70.3 training plan that will enable you to perform at your best on

race dayâ€¢Advanced recovery strategies so you can train just as hard the following day â€¢How to

prevent injury and maintain a healthy bodyâ€¢Learn exactly how much to eat and drink on race day

so you avoid costly nutrition mistakesâ€¢Highly effective heart rate training zone methods that will

super charge your race resultsâ€¢Learn the difference between heart rate zone training, power

training, perceived exertion and lactate threshold trainingâ€¢Understand how to look after your bike

â€¢Develop incredible strength in the key muscle groupsâ€¢Summon your mental toughness and

inner warriorA personal note from the author:This book will help you avoid many 70.3 mistakes that

many triathletes make. There is a ton more involved that simply doubling Olympic distance training

and hoping for the best! 70.3 is by far, my favourite distance and provides incredible challenge,

satisfaction and fitness.This book will give you an insight into the training strategies used by the

pros to get super human results in the least amount of time. I have broken down a road map for you

to apply these strategies to your own training to get the best performances you are capable of.

Triathlon: Winning at 70.3 is a complete in depth guide, which covers all aspects of training, nutrition

and racing.Grab this book and prepare yourself for incredible performances!
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Just read your book and i really appreciate all the things Dan included. There are tips for people that

work in office or house different to pro athletes or health and fitness.just finished my 703and really

wanted to improve for next time? this book is for you!The one thing i liked the most was the science

behind tips. This should include more pre race tips from other people or pro athletes.

Covers about everything in great depth.The author is has a contagious enthusiasm for his subject

and is very motivating.If the reader is energetic enough to follow his advice the 70.3 will be piece of

cake and a place on the podium a realistic expectation.Johan Isacson

I haven't finished the book yet, so it's hard to say whether it's useful information. The problem is that

it seems to have no editing. There are typos and grammatical errors on almost every page. It is a

difficult read because of this.

Graet book for first time iron man 70.3 and those who already did

Great read! This is a handy companion to every triathlete. It covers all aspects of triathlon racing



from preparation to off-season. I could read this book all over again.

Excelente book, it has all the tips, information and aspects of triathlon training that you need for

completing a 70.3 Ironman!

This book is exactly what a triathlete who wants to jump from Olimpyc distance to half iron man

needs!!!

quite similar to the secret by Don Fink, the later has much more details.free gift at the end of this

book does not work.
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